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Administrative Information

Preferred Citation
Smithsonian Institution Archives, Accession 87-151, Smithsonian Foreign Currency Program, Grant Files

Descriptive Entry

This accession consists of closed Foreign Currency Program files. Material includes correspondence, study proposals, progress and financial reports, and applications.

Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:
- Foreign exchange
- International finance

Types of Materials:
- Books
- Manuscripts
Container Listing

Box 1

Box 1 of 5  
AIIS - F. M. ASHER - FC-70564900 - Final Report, August 1978 - "Center for Art and Archaeology, Benares"

Box 1 of 5  
ASHER, Frederick, AIIS - 90684500 - Final Report, September 1980 - "Center for Art and Archeology, Benares"

Box 1 of 5  
AIIS - POSSEHL, Greg - 10560600 - Audit Report 85-11 - "Center for Art and Archaeology, Varanasi"

Box 1 of 5  
AIIS Fellowship Program - Edward Dimock - 10547300 - Final Report, August 1983

Box 1 of 5  
AIIS Fellowship Administration - Edward Dimock - 00613900 - Final Report, October 1983

Box 1 of 5  
AIIS Translation Program - Ed. Dimock - 90621000 - Final Report, February 1984

Box 1 of 5  
AIIS - Gregory POSSEHL - 20627800 - Final Report, April 1984 - "Center for Art and Archaeology, Varanasi"

Box 1 of 5  
AIIS - JAIRAZBHOY, Nazir - 30616300 - Final Report, December 1984 - "AIIS Archives and Research Center for Ethnomusicology"

Box 1 of 5  
ALLEN, Harold/HIGGINS, Robert - SFG-28264 - Yugoslavia - "Limnological Investigation of Lake Ohrid"

Box 1 of 5  
ALLEN, Harold/HIGGINS, Robert - JF-5-SMI (Joint Board) - "Limnological Investigation of Lake Ohrid" (Correspondence)

Box 2

Box 2 of 5  
ALLEN, Harold/HIGGINS, Robert - JF-5-SMIN (Joint Board) - (Correspondence -1980 and SI-15s)

Box 2 of 5  
ASHER, R. - RF-83 - PAKISTAN-International Conference on Karakorum Culture - Other Travelers (Brian Spooner, William Hanaway, Doris Srinivasan, Maximilian Klimburg, Deborah E. Klimburg-Salter, Joan Raducha, John Huntington, Patricia Emerson)

Box 2 of 5  
ASIA SOCIETY - 00247200 - "Manifestations of Siva" - Audit Report 82-9
Box 2 of 5

ASIA SOCIETY - Ted Tanen - 20689300 - ClosedAudit Report 85-2, August 29, 1985

Box 2 of 5

U.S. Subcommission on Education and Culture Fellowship Program

Box 2 of 5

ASIA SOCIETY - Ted Tanen - 20854300 - Closed Audit Report 85-12 Indo - U.S. Joint Program

Box 2 of 5

ASIA SOCIETY - 10567500 - Closed Audit Report 85-13, August 29, 1985

Box 2 of 5

AZIZ/WANGMO - RF-82 - Participate in the Tibetan Studies Seminar being held at Columbia University

Box 2 of 5

BAWA, Kamaljit S. - RD-83 - "Conversion Rates of Indian Forests"

Box 2 of 5


Box 2 of 5

CAMINOS, Richard - FC901943 - Closed Audit Report 80-12, January 14, 1979 - Epigraphic Recording and Architectural Survey Gebel es-Silsilah

Box 2 of 5

CARSWELL, John - RD-82 - "An investigation of Near East/Far East trading sites in South India with a view to future excavation"

Box 2 of 5

CARTER, Dilford - Joint Board - Audit Report 81-9 - "Mammals of the Adriatic Islands and Adjacent Mainland of Yugoslavia

Box 2 of 5

CHALLINOR, David - RF 84 - BURMA/INDIA

Box 2 of 5

CIOCHON, Russell - RF-82 - "To examine fossil collections at Geological Survey of India in Calcutta"

Box 2 of 5

CORRUCCINI, Robert C. - FC-10201000 - Audit Report 82-16 - "The Occlusal Epideminological Transition in Populations of North India."

Box 2 of 5

CORRUCCINI, Robert C. - 301999 - "The Occlusal Enideminological Transition in Populations of North India"

Box 2 of 5

DALES, George - FC-80385800 - Audit Report 80-8 - "A program of Archaeological and Faunal Research in Pakistan: Balakot and Moenjodaro"

Box 2 of 5

DALES, George - RF-84 - University of California, Berkeley PAKISTAN - "To examine specimens collected under the SFCP sponsored project
Excavations at Balakot for final research leading to publication" - (Other travelers - Barbara Dales, Virginia Butler) Voucher

Box 2 of 5
DAVIS, Craig - RF-84 - Indiana University -INDIA - "International Workshop of the World Council for the Biosphere" -(Other travelers - Lynton Caldwell, John Baldwin, William Serberet, Reid Bryson, Arthur Sacks) - Voucher

Box 2 of 5
FAUL, Henry - FC-90878500 - Closed Audit Report 82-8 - "Geochronology of the Alkaline Complexes of the Southeastern Desert of Egypt"

Box 2 of 5
GANS, Carl - RD-81 "A proposal to Survey the Fossorial Amphibians and Reptiles of the Uplands of the Indian Subcontinent, with emphasis on the Caecilians (Gymnophiona) and Uropeltid Snakes"

Box 2 of 5
GINGERICH, Philip D. - FC-70760400 - Closed Audit Report 78-31 - "Fossil Mammals in Paleocene and Eocene Continental Sediments of Pakistan"

Box 2 of 5
GOULD, James - RD-82 - "Comparative Ethology and Ecology of Three Species of Apis in India"

Box 2 of 5
GOULD, JAMES L. (W.Towne) - RF-83 - "The Comparative Ecology of Foraging Behavior in Bees"

Box 2 of 5
HAMILTON, William D. - RD-83 - INDIA - "Fig wasps and sexual selection"

Box 2 of 5
HERBERT, Raymond - RF-84- National Museum of American History INDIA - "International Numismatic Symposium"

Box 2 of 5
HUSSAIN, Taseer - FR-460118 - Audit Report 79-14 - "Cenozoic Mammals of Pakistan"

Box 2 of 5
HUSSAIN, Taseer - 2023400 - Audit Report 83-05 - "Cenozoic Mammals of Pakistan"

Box 2 of 5
HUSSAIN, Taseer - 00352800 - Audit Report 83-06 - "Cenozoic Mammals of Pakistan"

Box 2 of 5
HUSSAIN, Taseer - 30942500 - Audit Report 85-07 - "Cenozoic Mammals of Pakistan"

Box 2 of 5
HUSSAIN, Taseer - 20868200 - Audit Report 85-09 - "Cenozoic Mammals of Pakistan"

Box 2 of 5
JONES, Clifford R. - SF-3011638 - Audit Report 84-17 - "AllS Documentation of Selected Ritual Art - Forms as Communication Systems of Traditional Culture"
Box 2 of 5  
JORDAN, Peter - RD-84 - University of Minnesota - INDIA - "An Exchange of scientific data on tigers and demonstration of a tiger monitoring system" (Other travelers - James Smith) Voucher

Box 3

Box 3 of 5  
KHOSLA, A. /TRIVEDE, S. - RF-83 - Science Students' Visit to NASM

Box 3 of 5  
KLEIMAN/JOHNSINGH - RF-80 - "To engage in behavior studies of canids and wildlife management techniques"

Box 3 of 5  
KOLENSA, Pauline M. - 40180900 - Audit Report 85-08 - "Restudy of Village Khalapur in North India"

Box 3 of 5  
KRAMER, Carol - RD-80 - "Ethnoarchaeology of Ceramic Production and Distribution"

Box 3 of 5  
KRISHNASWAMY, S. - RD-80 - "To confer with U.S. scientists and officials to develop collaborative research projects"

Box 3 of 5  
KROMBEIN, Karl V. - SF-300104 - Audit Report 78-12 - "Publication of Two Memoirs by Societe Entomologique d'Egypte"

Box 3 of 5  
LANG, Jeffery - RD-84 - University of North Dakota - INDIA - "Make arrangements for use of facilities in India for future research of "Reproductive Biology and Conservation of the Mugger-Crocodile"

Box 3 of 5  
LEWIS, John R. - RF-84 - Minnesota Zoological Garden - INDIA "IUCN Cat Specialist Group"

Box 3 of 5  
LEWIS, Walter H. - RD-84 - Washington University - INDIA - "Develop a project on the airborne pollen of India and attend a meeting of the Indian aerobiological Society"

Box 3 of 5  
MOLNAR, Peter - RD-83 and RF - M.I.T. - INDIA - "Attend Regional Assembly of IASPEI" and "Development trip to explore research on the deep structure and active tectonics of the Himalaya" - (other travelers - Michael Nelson, Helene Lyon-Caen) - Voucher

Box 3 of 5  
NARAIN, A. K. - RF-84 - University of Wisconsin - INDIA "Attend International Seminars on Buddhist Iconography, International Numismatics Conference, and Recent Advances in Indian Archeology" - Voucher

Box 3 of 5  
NUSSBAUM, Ronald RD-84 - University of Michigan - INDIA - "A systematic study of the burrowing amphibian (Gymnophiona) of India" - (Other travelers - Edmund D. Brodie, Jr. - Voucher
Box 3 of 5

PILBEAM, David - 20853400 - Audit Report 85-10 - "Later Miocene Hominoids and the Origin of Hominidae"

Box 3 of 5

REED, Theodore H. - RD-83 - National Zoological Park - INDIA - "Discuss a Future Project to examine and advise on Indian Zoos"

Box 3 of 5

ROSENBERG, Philip - RF-84 - Washington State University - INDIA - "To consult with colleagues at the Physical Research Laboratory Ahmedabad on New Techniques for determination of Uranium residence times in sandstone"

Box 3 of 5


Box 3 of 5

SABADELL, Eleanora - RF-84 - George Washington University - INDIA/PAKISTAN - "Editorial duties to finalize the publication of proceedings of the U.S.-India Workshop on Arid Zone Research, Jodhpur, India" - (Other travelers - Robert Hagan, Farouk El Baz, Dixie Smith, Evan Vlachos, Frederick Wagner, Martin Yerg D. W. Rains, David Davenport)

Box 3 of 5

SAKATA, Hiromi - RF-84 - University of Washington - INDIA - "Workshop on Ethnomusicology and Festival of Tribal Music and Dance, Lucknow"

Box 3 of 5

SCHRAMM, David H. - FR-650001 - Audit Report 82-10 - "Nucleosynthesis and the Advanced Stages of Stellar Evolution"

Box 3 of 5

SKUJINS, John - RF-84 - Utah State University - INDIA - "Attend Workshop on MAB Projects "Impact of Human Activities on the Organic Matter Productivity of Grazing Lands, New Delhi" and present a report on previously SI funded project on Tunisian Presaharan Desert"

Box 3 of 5

SOLHEIM, William - RD-84 - University of Hawaii - BURMA - "Develop a project on Burmese prehistory" - Voucher

Box 3 of 5

STINE, William - RF-84 - University of Arizona - INDIA - "Silver Jubilee Conference on Man and Environment at Calcutta" - Voucher

Box 3 of 5

TRIMBLE, Virginia - RF-84 - University of Maryland - INDIA - "Attend Golden Jubilee meeting of Indian Academy of Sciences"

Box 3 of 5

VERMA, Manindra K. - RF-83 - University of Wisconsin - INDIA - "Third World Hindi Convention, New Delhi and Urdu Conference on Mir, New Delhi" - (Other travelers - Gerald Kelley, Tej Bhatia, Kamuna Kachru)

Box 3 of 5

Box 3 of 5  
WASHBURN, William - RF-84 - SMI - INDIA - "Conference of American Studies Association of India"

Box 3 of 5  
WOODROW WILSON INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR SCHOLARS - General Information

Box 3 of 5  
WYSS, Max - RD-84 - University of Colorado - INDIA - "Cooperative Earthquake Hazard and Prediction Research- (Other traveler Peter Birkeland) - Voucher

Box 3 of 5  
ZAGARELL, Allen - RD-83 - Duke University - INDIA - "An Ethnoarcheological and Historical Study of South Indian Pastoralism"

Box 3 of 5  
AIIS Fellowships - FC 80559800 (1978) - Closed, Audit Report 82-11

Box 3 of 5  
AIIS - Ed Dimock - 20530000 - AXIS Translations Program - Final Report, August 1983

Box 3 of 5  
ASIA SOCIETY - 10524600 - Indo-U.S. Joint Programs: Support for Film India A Festival of India Cinema: and Discourses on Shiva: A Symposium on the Nature of Religious Imagery" - Closed Audit Report 84-03

Box 3 of 5  
ASIA SOCIETY - 20852400 - Ted Tanen - Indo-American Fellowship Program - Closed, Audit Report 85-06

Box 3 of 5  
ASIA SOCIETY - 20494600 - Ted Tanen - Indo-U.S. Joint Programs Final report, April 1984

Box 4

Box 4 of 5  
ASOR - FC 70496500 - (American Schools of Oriental Research) - "Excavation in Salient Areas of Punic and Roman Carthage" - Final Report, March 1980

Box 4 of 5  
BE, Allen - RD 79

Box 4 of 5  

Box 4 of 5  
CROSS/PEDLEY (ASOR) FR 546231 - Tunisia - "Excavations in Salient Areas of Punic and Roman Carthage" - Audit Report 78-14

Box 4 of 5  
FOSBERG, Raymond - SF6 06952- Financial Reports, July 1, 1970 - December 31, 1974 "Flora of Ceylon"

Box 4 of 5  GINGERICH, Philip - FC 90848900 - Pakistan - "Fossil Mammals in Paleocene and Eocene Continental Sediments of Pakistan" - Audit Rpt 82-7

Box 4 of 5  HASSAN, Fekri A. - FC 80662700 - Egypt - "The Predynastic of Egypt" - Final Report, April 1983

Box 4 of 5  HELWIG, Arthur W. - 10574700 - "The Effects of International Emigration on Societies in India" - Audit Report 83-13

Box 4 of 5  HEPPNER, John - RD 83 - RD trip to discuss research project on Indian Microlepidoptera with appropriate institutes and collaborators in India

Box 4 of 5  HIGGINS/SAUNDERS - FC 70117000 - India - "A Study of Biological Productivity in Some Tropical Lakes of South India"

Box 4 of 5  KRAMER, Carol - 20487600 - "Ceramic Production and Distribution in Rajasthan, India" - Final Report, February, 1984

Box 4 of 5  KUNDU, Mukil R. - RF 83 - Edit the Proceedings of "Second Indo-US Workshop on Solar-terrestrial Physics, New Delhi"

Box 4 of 5  MILLS, Wayne - General Correspondence

Box 4 of 5  MILLS, Wayne - Assignment to India

Box 5

Box 5 of 5  REED, Theodore/LOVELAND, Karen - FC - 70154900 - Poland - "Lion/Tiger Exhibit Film" - Closed Audit Report 82-6

Box 5 of 5  RIPLEY, S. Dillon (George E. Watson) - India 1967 - "Indian Migratory Bird Survey

Box 5 of 5  RIPLEY, S. Dillon - Tunisia, 1968

Box 5 of 5  RIPLEY, S. Dillon - Yugoslavia, 1969

Box 5 of 5  RIPLEY, S. D. - India Trip, November 1971

Box 5 of 5  RIPLEY, S. D. - India, 1974-1975

Page 8 of 9
Box 5 of 5  
RIPLEY, S. D. - India Trip, 1976 (Madhya Pradesh)

Box 5 of 5  
RIPLEY, S. D. - News Clippings, 1977

Box 5 of 5  
RIPLEY, S. D. - Synopsis of the Birds of India and Pakistan

Box 5 of 5  
RIPLEY, S. D. - (General)

Box 5 of 5  
RIPLEY, S. D. - INDIA, 1972

Box 5 of 5  
RIPLEY, S. D. - INDIA, 1973 - Field research in Bhutan on the Migrating Birds of the Himalayas

Box 5 of 5  
RIPLEY, S. D. - 1975 - Study of Some Aspects of the Ecology of Indian Birds

Box 5 of 5  
RIPLEY, S. D. - 1976 - Study of Some Aspects of the Ecology of Indian Birds

Box 5 of 5  
RUDOLPH, Lloyd I. - 30746B00 - India - "The Subcontinental Empire and Regional Kingdom in Indian State Formation" - Final Report, December 1984

Box 5 of 5  
SHAFFER, Jim G. - RD 83 - India and Pakistan - Explore opportunities for Archeological research in India and Pakistan

Box 5 of 5  
VASEK, Frank (Joint Board) - JF-1-SMI - Cooperative Studies in the Cytotaxonomy of Yugoslavian Flora - Closed Audit Report 81-8